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RESEARCH PROCESS & KEY QUESTIONS

• Are core providers holding credit unions back with decades-old code that only 
pay lip service to the idea of open architecture and innovative, new 
products/services?

• Do credit unions already have the tools they need, but don’t understand how 
to tap into and deploy them? 

• Are upstart FinTechs the magical solution—or the competition?



MARRIAGE COUNSELING

• There is a wealth of activity by technology providers meant to address the 
challenge of increasing innovation in the financial services space. 

• Credit unions and technology providers have specific and sometimes 
mismatched perceptions about how they should collaborate on innovation-
focused initiatives.

• There is no Plan B



BROAD CLASSIFIERS

• Innovation Capacity of Credit Unions
• Dependent on core for road map, features, insights

• Collaborative – co-creation of technology solutions

• Directive – dictating and pushing core providers to implement architected solutions

• Innovation Approach of Core Providers
• “if it ain’t broke … “ – legacy approaches, legacy hardware

• Moving towards API, open architecture

• Redesigning core systems, new approaches



COMMENTS FROM CREDIT UNIONS ABOUT CORE 
PROVIDERS

• Deleted Expletives 

• Not innovative

• Can’t innovate, not in their DNA

• Gouging us on fees

• Their cores are actually very good at what they do



COMMENTS FROM THE CORE PROVIDERS

“Screw personal service”



COMMENTS FROM THE CORE PROVIDERS

• To grow your credit union and get more market share you’re going to 
have to have services. And that’s where payment solutions come into 
play.

• It’s the payment products – the cell phone and the mobile technology 
that's driving the interest of the average American consumer. It's not so 
much what's tied to the back end on the core.



LEGACY CONSTRAINTS

• Technology 

• Processes

• Views of Customer Relationships

• Locus of control/Locus of innovation



EXPECTATIONS AND DEMANDS ON CORE 
PROVIDERS

Small Market expects solutions

Middle Market tells core to help them figure out better ways of doing things

Large Market tries to dictate change processes to the core providers



WHERE IS REALITY?

• Financial pressures

• Market demand

• Lack of innovation due to profitable models – they derive extensive revenue from the 
innovations you demand

• Many do what they do well

• Over-reliance on the product road map – meaning that the driver of innovation 
decision making is the financial structure of your outsourced technology provider



MACRO FORCES <> INNOVATION

• With impending entrance of Amazon to banking, and Facebook actively 
studying it … you have to deliver better, faster, and cheaper 

• Wave of consolidations will only increase

• Very likely major economic correction/recession around the corner

• Highly engaged activated progressive/community movements

• Small to mid-sized CU’s mistake IT spending for Innovation Spending



CHALLENGING HOW CREDIT UNIONS VIEW DATA

• The landscape – mergers, consolidation 

• Regulatory landscape suggest bank will soon begin being more competitive

• The vast majority of FinTech companies realize that they need to partner with 
financial services companies

• Yet, there are a few that have demonstrated the massive ability of fintech
firms to innovate within narrow silos 



SORTING THE BAD APPLES … 

• Hope may spring eternal but data grounds reality

• Credit Unions Love their members far too much it seems 

• There is a reluctance to identify those members who add no value and or who 
are actual cost centers

• Are credit unions willing and able to make the hard choices that will free up 
cash flow and improve operations that allow fintech investments?



WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN TO YOUR CU?

• Do your expectations for your core provider align with core’s mission and 
technology platform?

• How are you banding together as a CUSO, League etc to drive innovation?

• Are you committed to agility?

• Do you have a voice at the table? Are you at the right table?


